WHITEPAPER V1.0

WHAT IS AKI STORY?
The concept of Aki Story is to create a community that has a shared interest in
creative pursuits, the beauty of minimalism, and the appreciation of lo-fi, pastel
colors & the nostalgia of the 90s vaporwave genre.

Aki:
In Japanese means autumn, it is a time when the world slows down to appreciate
the golden-brown landscape in preparation for winter.

Story:
As for Story, we want our collection holders to know that this is also their story
to write--a community that is built upon their story.

We hope that Aki Story inspires people to pace themselves in their busy lives, appreciate the beauty in the minimalism of things and build their creative pursuits
as the first chapter of their very own Aki Story.

FOUNDER’S VISION
As people from the corporate industry, we wanted to first create a community
that can hangout together after work or school to discuss their creative hobbies
and side hustles.
With a collection that has a strong community at its base, we can help lots of
artists and creative people by creating a systematic approach to share educational materials, NFT alpha information, and help each other be successful in the
NFT scene and entrepreneurship.

THE COLLECTION
Aki Story collection consists of 5,555 unique NFTs built and deployed on the Ethereum
blockchain. As founders, we aim to build the branding of Aki Story to solidify its IP
(Intellectual Property) in popular media by releasing contents such as but not limited to:
Physical merchandise (clothing, accessories, handicraft, etc)
Printed materials (comics, posters, books, etc)
Digital materials (images, videos, animation, games, etc)
Metaverse materials (3D objects in shared virtual platforms, objects that interacts with
blockchains, VR/AR objects)

PILLARS OF AKI STORY
In Aki Story, we believe that the longevity of our community depends
on how we can establish a sustainable form of utility for all parties:
community, team and artists.
We have decided to create 3 Pillars of Aki Story that we believe will
provide sustainable growth and utility for our community.
All of our pillars have the core goal to increase the overall value and
utility first and foremost for our original collection of 5,555 Aki Story
NFTs.
There will be 3 pillars that we aim to build and achieve with the Aki Story
NFT project and they are:

1. LAUNCHPAD
a. Establishing Aki Story as a launchpad for traditional artists and content
producers to launch their contents as NFTs.

2. COMMUNITY RESOURCE HUB
a. Creating a community for holders to receive premium information via
internal management platforms (eg: Discord) and web based platforms(eg:
Aki Story website).

3. IP & BRANDING
a. Building Aki Story as a reputable IP and brand that is globally recognized
and admired.

LAUNCHPAD
Launchpad is designed to assist artists from a traditional background(either physical or digital art) to easily
participate in the NFT scene.
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1. Prominent artists can partner with Aki Story to launch their art collection.
2. Aki Story Team will help the artist create their NFTs.
3. Some number of NFTs will be negotiated with the artist to be distributed to existing Aki Story NFT Holders.
4. Aki Story NFT Holders will have the opportunity to obtain premium NFTs from popular artists that will have
significant value and prestige.
5. Artists will have their NFTs be sold on a custom made website, smart contract,
utilizing a solid marketing plan.
6. Profit and royalties from the sale will be channeled back to the artist.
7. A portion of the profit and royalties will be negotiated to be given to the Aki Story team to further develop
extra utilities for Aki Story NFT Holders.
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After the public sale, we will form a resource hub for all our NFT holders. This resource hub will be separated
into VIP and Regular level.
Video tutorials on creating NFTs(generative arts, smart contracts, etc)
Market analysis and reports of NFT collections, cryptocurrencies and macro trends.
Alpha information and channel on NFTs and cryptocurrencies.
Whitelist and giveaway collaborations with premium NFT projects.
Opportunity to receive NFTs from our artist launchpad program.

VIP HOLDERS
The VIP section will include all of the above but with special additional perks such as:
The perks and utilities planned for our community and NFT holders are listed but not limited to the points below:
Direct giveaways and airdrops from NFT projects collaboration.
Higher opportunity to receive NFTs from our artist launchpad program.
Access to limited edition Aki Story merchandise from.
Access to exclusive online events in metaverse platforms such as those of Sandbox, Decentraland, etc.
Access to exclusive physical events around the globe.

IP & BRANDING
As mentioned above, Aki Story aims to be a recognizable and reputable global brand and IP. The strategy to
do so will start with the production of limited edition merchandise that will first be available for Aki Story
NFT Holders.
After that, we will release a virtual metaverse and gallery for our individuals to hangout and display their
NFTs online.
Next, in accordance with our roadmap we plan to create comics and/or animation content that will have
significant input from our community.
The final stage is to have a public online store that popularized the aesthetic of Aki Story with its soothing
pastel colors, lo-fi aesthetics and nostalgic vibes.
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VIRTUAL METAVERSE - AKIVERSE
Our team consists of award-winning architects, and we are also collaborating with @archlibrary_official (an Instagram architecture platform with 96k followers, formed by a team of international architects around the world)
to design and build a virtual art gallery for Akis to showcase their art/NFTs, build relationships, hang out and chill!
Only Akis will get the pass to chill at sky lounge and meet with our celebrated artists, developers, analysts, creators, core team, and experienced investors. Akis may invite their friends to their art galleries as well. We want
to create a space where Akis could take a break from the stressful world, at the same time, fill themselves with
useful knowledge and be surrounded by positive people!

All information and content in the whitepaper is a proposal and may subject to change. The purpose of the whitepaper is to inform and guide the team
and public to understand the mission and goals of Aki Story.

